
Report   Meeting ERASMUS Virtuously Virtual   2-3-4 March 2022 Stockholm:  

Before leaving 

 
To prepare our LTTA mobility to Sweden it was necessary to have different online  meetings and phone 

calls. We booked our flights and Mr. Mezzanotti found and booked an hotel for us. Everything seemed ready, 

but the arrival of the forth wave of Covid 19 pandemic left us in uncertainty until February 9th.When it was 

clear we could leave Mr. Mezzanotti and Mrs. Roncoroni prepared and shared with the other partners  a 

programme. 

Programme: 

The main topic was : collaboration with families and relations among colleagues 

The goals of this LTTA were: 

 learn new teaching methods 

 cooperate with the families 

 develop new knowledge and competences  

 exchange  good practises  

Draft of the programme 

Date Countries Activities 

01/3/2022  All Arrival  

2/3/2022 All  School day 
Presentation of the activities 
Workshop: Teaching methods 
Cultural activities 

3/3/2022 All The role of the family and cooperation 
(Every school hold a presentation about how they cooperate with the families 
of their children/students and how they are involved in the activities). 
Learning and teaching activities 
Cultural activities  
Visit to a preschool 

4/3/2022 All School day  
Workshops and training  
Best Practice 
Cultural activities  
Farewell 

5/3/2022 - 
6/3/2022 

All Departure 

 

Partecipants: 

 

 
 

Giorgio Mezzanotti,Jennifer Edin,Nayomi Ekanayake (JENSEN forskola Ostermalm, Sweden) 
Ermelinda Sica, Sara Pinto, Angela Biccari, Valeria Orefice, Antonella Attanasio (39° Circolo Didattico G. 
Leopardi, Italy ) 
Marco Ugliano, Federica Pelella,Enzo Dantonio, Maria Rosaria Damato (ITIS “ Alessandro Volta” Italy) 



Ebubekir Akmercan, Hatice  Demirekin, Sami Erturk, Omer Soydal (Konya Turk Telekom Sosyal Bilimler 
Lisesi, Turkey)  
Elsa Fernandez, Serafin Pinheiro, André Pereira,Isabel Almeida (Agrupamento de Escolas Padre Benjamin 
Salgado, Portugal ) 
Massimiliano Branchini, Maria Mangione, Katia Erbisini, Silvia Zaffino, Renata Roncoroni ( Istituto 
Comprensivo Valmorea, Italy) 
Carmelina Maurizio (only 4/3/2022) 
Marina Porta (only 4/3/2022) 
 
 
Place: 
 

 
 
 
Almost all the activities took place at  
JENSEN Gymnasium Södra 
Stora Nygatan 30, 111 27 Stockholm 
(To reach  the Gymnasium from the hotel Mr. Mezzanotti gave us all the necessary suggestion) 
 
 
Day 1 ( 1st March) 
Arrival of all the partecipants at Clarion Collection Hotel Tapetfabriken 
Hotelldrift CC Naska AB 
Marcusplatsen 9 
131 54 Stockholm 
 
Day 2 ( 2nd March) 
 

A pic to show how happy we were to meet for the first time 
 

 
 
 
 
 
         Host school welcome 
 

 
 



- Visit of the school closed to students because of the end of term holiday 
 

- Presentation of the 3 days activities 
 

Mr. Mezzanotti illustrated the programme in details 
 

- Presentation of the best practices used in Swedish school 
 

Mr Mezzanotti pointed out how Swedish school prepares children/ students for real life, teaching 
them autonomy and making them feel they can be successful. Their motto is “I can, I will, I dare”. 
Importance is given to well-being and health: physical and outdoor activities are crucial. 
A good practice they use is mini lessons that give the most important knowlegde in a short time in 
which students can manage to maintain attention 
 

- Coffee break 
 

- In groups of four teachers belonging to two different schools we had a discussion about difference 
and similiarities . We discussed the topic “what we are good at and what we are bad at”, finding lots 
of similiarities and differences about the organization, projects and best practices our schools carry 
on. 

 
- Each group presented  the data that emerged from the comparison with other partecipants 

 

 
 

 
 
In the afternoon: 
 
 

- Stockholm tour 
 

 
 

- The visit to the Nobel Museum in this particolar historical moment was a source of inspiration for 
everyone to achieve their best respecting that great common value which is peace. 

 
Day 3 ( 3rd March) 

- The role of the family and cooperation: every school hold a presentation about how they cooperate 
with the families of their children/ students and how they are involved in activities. 
 



 
 

- We had a Staff meeting about Turkey mobility scheduled from 24th to 28th May. We agreed the 
topics:  
1.innovation and human relations 
2. assessement and testing 
As some students are taking part to the mobility we started  thinking about activities for them. They 
will start working in mixed International teams on the twin space getting to know each other. 
A detailed programme will be send by our Turkish friends. 
 

- Lunch all together 
 

- In the afternoon we  had job shadowing at Jensen pre-school. It was very interesting to observe the 
different learnig environments, the different methodologies. The confortable and friendly environment 
in which the school is generally experienced by teachers and children: no activity is carried out in a 
stressful way.Much space is given to outdoor activities. 

 
 
 
Day 4 ( 4th March) 
 

- Our last day opened with a lecture by Mr. Giorgio Mezzanotti about best practices, with a special 
reference to mindfulness and meditation. 
 

 
- To follow we had some role play activities about relationships among colleagues. It was really 

hilarious. 
 

 

 
 

- Presentation of the project site by ITIS Volta 



- Partners agreed to create a forum on the project Twinspace to note impressions and suggestions 
about this first mobility 
 

- Mrs Zaffino read a message from Sobiate con Cagno’s major, Mr Broggi 
 

- Farewell 
 

 
 
 
 
Effects that the experience may have: 
Partecipation in this mobility may contribute to the improvement of the school organization, looking at a 
Europen horizon that goes beyond the local and National reality, with the aim of starting an essential process 
for improving the quality level of teaching with a didactic and educational impact on users and consequently 
on the territory. 
 
 
 
Renata Roncoroni 
 
 
 


